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PlotLab Firemonkey and VCL is a graphing
software designed to control an ArrayPlot
and ArrayLines components. The software

boasts highly-flexible real-time data
acquisition, as well as a signal and digital

signal analysis tool. The Software has
controls and tools that can be used in
conjunction with the ArrayPlot and

ArrayLines components to control all the
fields of an ArrayPlot/ArrayLines on your

own applications. Compatible with VB.NET,
Visual C++, C#, Delphi, and C++ Builder,
PlotLab Firemonkey and VCL enables you

to view the values of a channel on your
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graph, allowing you to use the chart
components to create highly complex and

sophisticated graphs, charts, and waterfalls.
It allows you to define ranges for your data,
divide it into intervals, and set the plot of

your data using logarithmic and linear
methods. PlotLab Firemonkey and VCL
Include: - PlotLab Firemonkey and VCL

libraries. -.NET 2.0/4.0 compatible
(including 4..6) for Visual Studio 2005 to

2015. - Fully C++ Builder, Delphi, and RAD
Studio XE4 to 10.1 Berlin compatible. - C#,
Visual Basic, Visual C++, Visual J#, Delphi,

and C++ Builder compatible for use with
Toolbox components. - VC C++ compatible
for use with Firemonkey components. - VCL

compatible for use with Firemonkey
components. PlotLab is a software suite for

Windows that contains a collection of
plotting components which can be used to
create and add sophisticated graphs, plots,

charts and waterfalls to your own
applications. It's compatible with VB.NET,
Visual C++, C#, Delphi and C++ Builder. It

contains tools that handle real-time data
acquisition, signal and digital signal analysis,
video analysis, data visualization, and others.
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This is a library that comes packed with a
plot (Scope), waterfall and multi-waterfall
component. The scope control represents a

speedy multi-channel function that can be set
to plot data using logarithmic or linear

methods. The waterfall control supports a
single channel while the multi-waterfall
control supports multiple channels for

waterfall plotting. PlotLab Firemonkey and
VLC gives end users the possibility to view
multiple channels as points, lines or bars, as
well as to freely draw channels. It features a

toolbar with zooming, printing, copying,
setup

PlotLab Firemonkey And VCL

PlotLab is a software suite for Windows that
contains a collection of plotting components

which can be used to create and add
sophisticated graphs, plots, charts and

waterfalls to your own applications. It's
compatible with VB.NET, Visual C++, C#,
Delphi and C++ Builder. It contains tools

that handle real-time data acquisition, signal
and digital signal analysis, video analysis,

data visualization, and others. This is a
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library that comes packed with a plot
(Scope), waterfall and multi-waterfall

component. The scope control represents a
speedy multi-channel function that can be set

to plot data using logarithmic or linear
methods. The waterfall control supports a
single channel while the multi-waterfall
control supports multiple channels for

waterfall plotting. PlotLab Firemonkey and
VLC gives end users the possibility to view
multiple channels as points, lines or bars, as
well as to freely draw channels. It features a

toolbar with zooming, printing, copying,
setup and saving (to BMP or JPEG), channel

markers, measurement distances,
intersections, and selections. PlotLab VCL -

Firemonkey is available for C++ Builder,
Delphi, and RAD Studio XE4 to 10.1 Berlin.

However, there's also an MFC-compatible
version for Visual C++, along with a.NET
2.0/4.0 (including 4..6) for Visual Studio

2005 to 2015. PlotLab VCL WPF and
Windows Phone is a software suite for
Windows that contains a collection of

plotting components which can be used to
create and add sophisticated graphs, plots,

charts and waterfalls to your own
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applications. It's compatible with VB.NET,
Visual C++, C#, Delphi and C++ Builder. It

contains tools that handle real-time data
acquisition, signal and digital signal analysis,
video analysis, data visualization, and others.

This is a library that comes packed with a
plot (Scope), waterfall and multi-waterfall
component. The scope control represents a

speedy multi-channel function that can be set
to plot data using logarithmic or linear

methods. The waterfall control supports a
single channel while the multi-waterfall
control supports multiple channels for

waterfall plotting. PlotLab Firemonkey and
VLC gives end users the possibility to view
multiple channels as points, lines or bars, as
well as to freely draw channels. It features a

toolbar with zooming, printing, copying,
setup and saving (to BMP or JPEG), channel
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PlotLab Firemonkey And VCL Activation Code

The PlotLab Firemonkey and VCL provides
end users with a chart control component
which enables the user to draw a chart (line,
area, bar) on Windows Forms. They display
the set up data in a line, area, or bar format.
These controls are user friendly and supports
a rich set of formatting options. PlotLab
Firemonkey and VCL compatibility: * PCL
6 and up * VCL 6 and up * Delphi/Free
Pascal 6 * VC++ 6 * Delphi XE4
(FireMonkey) * Delphi XE6 (FireMonkey) *
Delphi XE7 (FireMonkey) * Delphi XE8
(FireMonkey) * Visual Basic 6,.NET, and
VBScript * Visual C++ 6,.NET, and
VCScript * Visual C++ and.NET 7,.NET
and VCScript * Visual C++ and.NET
8,.NET and VCScript * Visual C++
and.NET 9,.NET and VCScript * Visual
C++ and.NET 10,.NET and VCScript *
Visual C++ and.NET 11,.NET and VCScript
* Visual C++ and.NET 12,.NET and
VCScript * Delphi XE4 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE6 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE7 FireMonkey
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(VB.NET) * Delphi XE8 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE9 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE10 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE11 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE12 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) * Delphi XE13 FireMonkey
(VB.NET) The following features come with
all the PlotLab components, which makes
them useful for a variety of applications: * A
software framework that controls real-time
data acquisition, signal and digital signal
analysis and data visualization * A simple
object-oriented interface * Compatibility
with all major development languages:
Delphi, C++ Builder, VB, VB.NET, Visual
C++, C#, C++, FPC, and Free Pascal *
Contains a series of powerful tools that can
graph, plot and analyze data.

What's New In PlotLab Firemonkey And VCL?

----------------------------------- PlotLab
Firemonkey - VCL is a multi-platform
toolkit to acquire, analyze and display data.
Its functionality covers real-time data
acquisition, signal and digital signal analysis,
video analysis, data visualization, and others.
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This is a library that comes packed with
several components, including a label editor,
graph editor, chart editor, plot editor, axis
editor, and oscilloscope. PlotLab's powerful
charting engine has a flexible plot area and
can plot time-series data and functions to an
area of any size. This package provides a
flexible data-acquisition system and supports
the dialog-based interface. PlotLab
Firemonkey - VCL accepts native Windows
bitmaps, vector-graphics and bitmaps for
plot frame, title, axes and control labels. It's
optimized for use in graphic applications and
plots, to provide the best and most efficient
real-time graphics. It's also optimized for
component-based, mouse-driven, non-
windows-based, frames. This package
includes a powerful component editor for
the creation and maintenance of new
components. It offers a component
combobox and properties panel and multi-
language support. PlotLab's components are
fully functional in any FireMonkey or VCL
application. It's a major productivity tool for
creating complicated graphics and
animation. It also contains the RapidFire
library for rapid screen capture. From
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designing and creating graphical user
interfaces to creating your own video player
and streaming applications, PlotLab provides
you with the elements you need to create the
real graphics to make the graphics of your
dreams come to life. PlotLab Firemonkey -
VCL Features: --------------------------------
PlotLab Firemonkey - VCL offers advanced
components, including a plot editor,
waterfall editor, bar and line graph,
statistical distribution, and helper tools to
simplify your application's design process. It
has an extensive collection of components,
including a plot, waterfall, graph, axis, and
control editor. It includes properties and
helpers to simplify development. This
package provides a powerful charting engine
that scales and plots multiple series, supports
the dialog-based interface and is compatible
with VCL and FireMonkey. This package
includes a powerful chart editor that
provides a fast and intuitive way to design
charts. This package has an extensive
collection of controls for text, items, radio-
buttons, buttons, sliders, checkboxes, etc.
that makes your application look complete. *
Create graphical user interfaces (GUI) *
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Create a plot, waterfall, bar and line graph *
Generate
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System Requirements:

Minimum: Mac OS X 10.10.0 or later iOS
7.0 or later iPhone 4s, iPhone 5, iPhone 5c,
iPhone 5s, iPhone 6, iPhone 6 Plus, iPad
(3rd generation), iPad Air Processor: Apple
A7 or later Apple A6 or later Apple A5 or
later Apple A4 or later Apple A4 Apple A3
Apple A3 or later Intel Atom Z2460 or
Z2450
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